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How Star Wars Conquered The Universe The Past Present And Future Of A
Multibillion Dollar Franchise
? Among the top-grossing Hollywood blockbusters of all time, Star Wars launched one of the most successful movie and licensing
franchises in history. Yet much of the film’s backstory was set in Britain, where the original trilogy was made and where early
efforts at tie-in merchandising were spearheaded. The author provides a detailed account of the saga’s British connection,
including personal recollections of fans in the UK, exclusive interviews with staff members of Palitoy who took on the challenge of
producing millions of toys, and the story of how a group of writers from the underground press in London combined with Marvel
comics to produce the first Star Wars expanded universe.
This companion provides a definitive and cutting-edge guide to the study of imaginary and virtual worlds across a range of media,
including literature, television, film, and games. From the Star Trek universe, Thomas More’s classic Utopia, and J. R. R.
Tolkien’s Arda, to elaborate, user-created game worlds like Minecraft, contributors present interdisciplinary perspectives on
authorship, world structure/design, and narrative. The Routledge Companion to Imaginary Worlds offers new approaches to
imaginary worlds as an art form and cultural phenomenon, explorations of the technical and creative dimensions of world-building,
and studies of specific worlds and worldbuilders.
Darth Plagueis, a Sith Lord who knows the Dark Side so well that he has power over life and death, joins forces with his
apprentice, one-day emperor Darth Sidious, to try to dominate the whole galaxy. Movie tie-in.
A biography of the film director discusses his early influences, his successes and failures, and the continuing "Star Wars" series
New York Times bestselling author Beth Revis brings to life the early adventures and heartbreaks of the heroine of the smash hit
movie Rogue One: A Star Wars Story. When Jyn Erso was five years old, her mother was murdered and her father taken from her
to serve the Empire. But despite the loss of her parents she is not completely alone—Saw Gerrera, a man willing to go to any
extremes necessary in order to resist Imperial tyranny, takes her in as his own, and gives her not only a home but all the abilities
and resources she needs to become a rebel herself. Jyn dedicates herself to the cause—and the man. But fighting alongside Saw
and his people brings with it danger and the question of just how far Jyn is willing to go as one of Saw's soldiers. When she faces
an unthinkable betrayal that shatters her world, Jyn will have to pull the pieces of herself back together and figure out what she
truly believes in...and who she can really trust.
Order in the Court! Star Wars: the most significant, powerful myth of the twenty-first century or morally bankrupt military fantasy?
Six films. Countless books. $20 billion in revenue. No one can question the financial value or cultural impact of the Star Wars film
franchise. But has the impact been for the good? In Star Wars on Trial's courtroom—Droid Judge presiding—Star Wars stands
accused of elitist politics and sexism, religious and ethical lapses, the destruction of literary science fiction and science fiction film,
and numerous plot holes and logical gaps. Supported by a witness list of bestselling science fiction authors, David Brin (for the
prosecution) and Matthew Woodring Stover (for the defense) debate these charges and more before delivering their closing
statements. The verdict? That's up to you. Covering the films from A New Hope to The Force Awakens, Brin and Stover provide
new forewords that explore the newest generation of Star Wars films and what JJ Abrams must do to live up to—or redeem—the
franchise.
While Princess Leia struggles to evacuate several planets in the wake of an alien onslaught, Luke Skywalker tries to hold the Jedi
Knights together. Original.
In a new and updated version of this best-selling book, John McDowell explores the many spiritual themes that weave throughout
the Star Wars films. From the Force to the dark side, the issues discussed in the films have a moral and spiritual complexity that, if
paid attention to, can help us better understand our place in the world and our relation to others and to God. George Lucas, the
creator of Star Wars, did not intend for his films to be mere entertainment, McDowell argues. Rather, he hoped his films would be
used as a vehicle for moral education. This new version has been thoroughly revised to include discussion of The Force Awakens
and other new developments in the Star Wars universe.

A veteran film critic offers a lively, opinionated guide to thinking and talking about movies--from Casablanca to Clueless
Whether we are trying to impress a date after an art house film screening or discussing Oscar nominations among
friends, we all need ways to look at and talk about movies. But with so much variety between an Alfred Hitchcock thriller
and a Nora Ephron romantic comedy, how can everyday viewers determine what makes a good movie? In Talking
Pictures, veteran film critic Ann Hornaday walks us through the production of a typical movie--from script and casting to
final sound edit--and explains how to evaluate each piece of the process. How do we know if a film has been well-written,
above and beyond snappy dialogue? What constitutes a great screen performance? What goes into praiseworthy
cinematography, editing, and sound design? And what does a director really do? In a new epilogue, Hornaday addresses
important questions of representation in film and the industry and how this can, and should, effect a movie-watching
experience. Full of engaging anecdotes and interviews with actors and filmmakers, Talking Pictures will help us see
movies in a whole new light-not just as fans, but as film critics in our own right.
As the bloodied and weary galaxy faces battle once more, the Jedi take on the formidable task of bringing the last of the
Empire into the light. . . . From the ashes of the New Republic—torn to shreds by the savage Yuuzhan Vong forces—the
newly formed Galactic Alliance has risen, determined to bring peace to the entire galaxy. But first the Yuuzhan Vong
must be contained once and for all. And so Luke Skywalker seeks a world long lost to legend: Zonama Sekot, a sentient
planet believed to have repelled an invasion by the Yuuzhan Vong decades ago. Deciphering the enigmatic secrets of
Zonama Sekot just might turn the tides of a relentless war. Aboard the Jade Shadow, Luke, his wife Mara, Jacen Solo,
and other Jedi head off into the Unknown Regions, where rumors and clues suggest Zonama Sekot might be found. Yet
the mission has barely begun when the searchers stumble into a horrific battle. The Imperial Remnant, in retreat from the
mighty Yuuzhan Vong, is about to be destroyed. It would seem those aboard the Jade Shadow have little choice but to
leave the Empire to its fate. But these are no ordinary space travelers, they are Jedi. . . . Features a bonus section
following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from
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some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Bill Kimberlin may refer to himself as “one of those names on the endless list of credits at the close of blockbuster
movies.” In reality though, he’s a true insider on some of the most celebrated and popular movies and franchises of the
past century. Jurassic Park. Star Trek. Jumanji. Schindler’s List. Saving Private Ryan. Even Forrest Gump. And perhaps
most notably, Star Wars. Inside the Star Wars Empire is the very funny and insightful tell-all about the two decades
Kimberlin spent as a department director at LucasFilm Industrial Light and Magic (ILM), the special effects studio founded
by the legendary filmmaker George Lucas.
This book traces the changing representation of female characters in the Star Wars franchise through the lens of the four
feminist waves, arguing that while the original trilogy reflects the second wave of feminism, the prequels mirror the girl
power era that followed, and the sequels are helping define a new fourth wave of inclusion and diversity.
The release of Star Wars in 1977 marked the start of what would become a colossal global franchise. Star Wars remains
the second highest-grossing film in the United States, and George Lucas's six-part narrative has grown into something
more: a culture that goes far beyond the films themselves, with tie-in toys, novels, comics, games and DVDs as well as
an enthusiastic fan community which creates its own Star Wars fictions. Critical studies of Star Wars have treated it as a
cultural phenomenon, or in terms of its special effects, fans and merchandising, or as a film that marked the end of New
Hollywood's innovation and the birth of the blockbuster. Will Brooker's illuminating study of the film takes issue with many
of these commonly-held ideas about Star Wars. He provides a close analysis of Star Wars as a film, carefully examining
its shots, editing, sound design, cinematography and performances. Placing the film in the context of George Lucas's
previous work, from his student shorts to his 1970s features, and the diverse influences that shaped his approach, from
John Ford to Jean-Luc Godard, Brooker argues that Star Wars is not, as Lucas himself has claimed, a departure from his
earlier cinema, but a continuation of his experiments with sound and image. He reveals Lucas's contradictory desires for
total order and control, embodied by the Empire, and for the raw energy and creative improvisation of the Rebels. What
seemed a simple fairy-tale becomes far more complex when we realise that the director is rooting for both sides; and this
tension unsettles the saga as a whole, blurring the boundaries between Empire and Republic, dark side and light side,
father and son.
???????????????????????.?????????????????,?????,????????????????,?????,??????,????,????,??????,??????,??????
??????,????????????????????,?????????????????.
The concept of world and the practice of world creation have been with us since antiquity, but they are now achieving
unequalled prominence. In this timely anthology of subcreation studies, an international roster of contributors come
together to examine the rise and structure of worlds, the practice of world-building, and the audience's reception of
imaginary worlds. Including essays written by world-builders A.K. Dewdney and Alex McDowell and offering critical
analyses of popular worlds such as those of Oz, The Lord of the Rings, Star Trek, Star Wars, Battlestar Galactica, and
Minecraft, Revisiting Imaginary Worlds provides readers with a broad and interdisciplinary overview of the issues and
concepts involved in imaginary worlds across media platforms.
Upon its initial release in 1977, many critics regarded Star Wars as a childish retort to the mature American cinema of the
seventies. Though full of sound and fury, some felt that it signified nothing. Four decades later, the significations are
multiple as interpretations of the film's strange imagery and metaphoric potential continue to pile up. Interpreting Star
Wars analyses and contextualises the dominant trends in Star Wars interpretation from the earliest reviews, through
Lucasfilm's attempts to use its position as copyright holder to promote a single meaning, to the 21st century where the
internet has rendered such authorial control impossible and new entries to the canon present new twists on old hopes.
In "The Moment of Psycho," film critic David Thomson situates "Psycho" in Alfred Hitchcock's career, recreating the mood and time
when the seminal film erupted onto film screens worldwide. Thomson brilliantly demonstrates how Hitchcock's creation
represented all America wanted from a film--and still does.
In 1973, a young filmmaker named George Lucas scribbled some notes for a far-fetched space-fantasy epic. Some forty years and
37 billion later, Star Wars -- related products outnumber human beings, a growing stormtrooper army spans the globe, and
"Jediism" has become a religion in its own right. Lucas's creation has grown into far more than a cinematic classic; it is, quite
simply, one of the most lucrative, influential, and interactive franchises of all time. Yet incredibly, until now the complete history of
Star Wars -- its influences and impact, the controversies it has spawned, its financial growth and long-term prospects -- has never
been told. In How Star Wars Conquered the Universe, veteran journalist Chris Taylor traces the series from the difficult birth of the
original film through its sequels, the franchise's death and rebirth, the prequels, and the preparations for a new trilogy. Providing
portraits of the friends, writers, artists, producers, and marketers who labored behind the scenes to turn Lucas's idea into a legend,
Taylor also jousts with modern-day Jedi, tinkers with droid builders, and gets inside Boba Fett's helmet, all to find out how Star
Wars has attracted and inspired so many fans for so long. Since the first film's release in 1977, Taylor shows, Star Wars has
conquered our culture with a sense of lightness and exuberance, while remaining serious enough to influence politics in far-flung
countries and spread a spirituality that appeals to religious groups and atheists alike. Controversial digital upgrades and poorly
received prequels have actually made the franchise stronger than ever. Now, with a savvy new set of bosses holding the reins and
Episode VII on the horizon, it looks like Star Wars is just getting started. An energetic, fast-moving account of this creative and
commercial phenomenon, How Star Wars Conquered the Universe explains how a young filmmaker's fragile dream beat out a
surprising number of rivals to gain a diehard, multigenerational fan base -- and why it will be galvanizing our imaginations and
minting money for generations to come.
This book looks at how the original Star Trek became a cultural phenomenon, generating numerous spin-offs and feature films and
inspiring multiple series, films, books, etc. In addition to the show’s creation and its place in science fiction, the author looks at the
series through the prisms of American political history, technology, and fandom.
As the Yuuzhan Vong search the universe for Jedi to destroy, Han Solo and Leia Organa Solo attempt to reinforce the Jedi
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resistance, while Anakin and Tahiri jump into hyperspace to evade pursuing New Republic forces who believe them to be
murderers.
As a Star Wars fan, you've seen the movies, from A New Hope to The Last Jedi, and beyond. And of course you've probably had a
faux lightsaber battle or two, pretending to be Luke Skywalker, Rey, or maybe Kylo Ren. But can you name the seven actors who
have portrayed Darth Vader? Do you know how Ralph McQuarrie helped shape the world of Star Wars? Are you familiar with
Deak Starkiller, Darth Plagueis, or Drew Struzan? Have you seen the infamous Star Wars Holiday Special? 100 Things Star Wars
Fans Should Know & Do Before They Die is the ultimate resource for true fans of the galaxy far, far away. In this revised and
updated edition, Dan Casey has collected every essential piece of Star Wars knowledge and trivia, as well as must-do activites,
and ranks them all from 1 to 100, providing an entertaining and easy-to-follow checklist for viewers old and new to progress on
their way to fan superstardom.
Merciless attacks by an invincible alien force have left the New Republic reeling. Dozens of worlds have succumbed to occupation
or annihilation, and even the Jedi Knights have tasted defeat. In these darkest of times, the noble Chewbacca is laid to rest,
having died as heroically as he lived--and a grief-stricken Han Solo is left to fit the pieces of his shattered soul back together
before he loses everything: friends, family, and faith. Refusing help from Leia or Luke, Han becomes the loner he once was,
seeking to escape the pain of his partner's death in adventure . . . and revenge. When he learns that an old friend from his
smuggling days is operating as a mercenary for the enemy, he sets out to expose the traitor. But Han's investigation uncovers an
even greater evil: a sinister conspiracy aimed at the very heart of the New Republic's will and ability to fight--the Jedi. Now Han
must face down his inner demons and, with the help of a new and unexpected ally, honor Chewbacca's sacrifice in the only way
that matters--by being worthy of it. Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded
universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Despite the insatiable public appetite for all things Star Wars, the more analytical side of the saga is all too often ignored. This
book offers a new way of seeing George Lucas’ space opera—particularly the prequel trilogy, a series never given a fair chance
because of constant comparisons to the iconic originals. In the classic style of Joseph Campbell, the trilogy is viewed through the
lens of myth and metaphor, revealing a body of work not only worthy of scholarly study but perhaps destined to find therein its
home. A wide variety of philosophical and mythological themes are presented and expounded upon, drawing from a rich source of
scholars, thinkers, writers, and poets from East and West alike. Heretical or not, the Star Wars prequels are a surprisingly rich
source of insight into the saga—as well as the human drama—as a whole.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER #1 Washington Post Bestseller There’s Santa Claus, Shakespeare, Mickey Mouse, the Bible,
and then there’s Star Wars. Nothing quite compares to sitting down with a young child and hearing the sound of John Williams’s
score as those beloved golden letters fill the screen. In this fun, erudite, and often moving book, Cass R. Sunstein explores the
lessons of Star Wars as they relate to childhood, fathers, the Dark Side, rebellion, and redemption. As it turns out, Star Wars also
has a lot to teach us about constitutional law, economics, and political uprisings. In rich detail, Sunstein tells the story of the films’
wildly unanticipated success and explores why some things succeed while others fail. Ultimately, Sunstein argues, Star Wars is
about freedom of choice and our never-ending ability to make the right decision when the chips are down. Written with buoyant
prose and considerable heart, The World According to Star Wars shines a bright new light on the most beloved story of our time.

While previous work on the Star Wars universe charts the Campbellian mythic arcs, political representations, and fan
reactions associated with the films, this volume takes a transmedial approach to the material, recognizing that Star Wars
TV projects interact with and relate to other Star Wars texts. The chapters in this volume take as a basic premise that the
televisual entrants into the Star Wars transmedia storyworld are both important texts in the history of popular culture and
also key to understanding how the Star Wars franchise—and, thus, industry-wide transmedia storytelling
strategies—developed. The book expands previous work to consider television studies and sharp cultural criticism
together in an effort to bring both long-running popular series, long-ignored texts, and even toy commercials to bear on
the franchise’s complex history.
The essential biography of the influential and beloved filmmaker George Lucas. On May 25, 1977, a problem-plagued,
budget-straining independent science-fiction film opened in a mere thirty-two American movie theaters. Conceived,
written, and directed by a little-known filmmaker named George Lucas, the movie originally called The Star Wars quickly
drew blocks-long lines, bursting box-office records and ushering in a new way for movies to be made, marketed, and
merchandised. It is now one of the most adored-and successful-movie franchises of all time. Now, the author of the
bestselling biography Jim Henson delivers a long-awaited, revelatory look into the life and times of the man who created
Luke Skywalker, Han Solo, and Indiana Jones. If Star Wars wasn't game-changing enough, Lucas went on to create
another blockbuster series with Indiana Jones, and he completely transformed the world of special effects and the way
movies sound. His innovation and ambition forged Pixar and Lucasfilm, Industrial Light & Magic, and THX sound. Lucas's
colleagues and competitors offer tantalizing glimpses into his life. His entire career has been stimulated by innovators
including Steven Spielberg and Francis Ford Coppola, actors such as Harrison Ford, and the very technologies that
enabled the creation of his films-and allowed him to keep tinkering with them long after their original releases. Like his
unforgettable characters and stories, his influence is unmatched.
(FAQ). From the books and movies that inspired George Lucas to imagine the Star Wars universe, to early screenplay
drafts that were never filmed, to short biographies of many people who made key contributions to the movies' success,
Star Wars FAQ explores every aspect of the original Star Wars trilogy ( Star Wars , The Empire Strikes Back , and
Return of the Jedi ). Along the way, it unearths underreported stories and illuminating minutiae often skimmed over or
completely ignored in other histories of the legendary film series. Highlights include details about the Star Wars Holiday
Special debacle, the Ewok TV movies, the rise of Star Wars fiction and its importance in the revival of the franchise, and
the wave of Star Wars imitators and parodies that flooded theaters and TV screens in the late 1970s and early 1980s
along with dozens of rare publicity stills and photographs of vintage memorabilia. Offering an original analysis of the
series' enduring appeal and cultural impact, Star Wars FAQ tells a story as thrilling and action-packed as the movies
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themselves, with bold characters facing apparently insurmountable odds, full of frantic chases, narrow escapes, daring
victories, and tragic setbacks, culminating in an unlikely triumph that changed the course of the galaxy or at least of
Hollywood.
TIME Star Wars looks at the Death Star-sized impact of the long-running series. This collectible keepsake includes
reviews of all the major movies and profiles of George Lucas, J.J. Abrams, and John Boyega, plus a visual guide to the
Star Wars/i> universe, a checklist of the 40 greatest moments in the movies, and a look at the future of the franchise.
"An Atlantic senior editor presents an investigation into the lucrative quality of popularity in the 21st century to share
economic insights into what makes ideas, productions and products successful, "--NoveList.
Luke Skywalker takes on a high-stakes espionage operation to rescue a brilliant alien cryptographer sympathetic to the
rebel cause, a mission that will push his abilities as a Rebel fighter and would-be Jedi to the limit.
Politics, craft, and cultural nostalgia in the remaking of Star Wars for a new age A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far
away—way back in the twenty-first century’s first decade—Star Wars seemed finished. Then in 2012 George Lucas
shocked the entertainment world by selling the franchise, along with Lucasfilm, to Disney. This is the story of how, over
the next five years, Star Wars went from near-certain extinction to what Wired magazine would call “the forever
franchise,” with more films in the works than its first four decades had produced. Focusing on The Force Awakens
(2015), Rogue One (2016), The Last Jedi (2017), and the television series Rebels (2014–18), Dan Golding explores the
significance of pop culture nostalgia in overcoming the skepticism, if not downright hostility, that greeted the Star Wars
relaunch. At the same time he shows how Disney, even as it tapped a backward-looking obsession, was nonetheless
creating genuinely new and contemporary entries in the Star Wars universe. A host of cultural factors and forces
propelled the Disney-engineered Star Wars renaissance, and all figure in Golding’s deeply informed analysis: from John
Williams’s music in The Force Awakens to Peter Cushing’s CGI face in Rogue One, to Carrie Fisher’s passing, to the
rapidly changing audience demographic. Star Wars after Lucas delves into the various responses and political uses of
the new Star Wars in a wider context, as in reaction videos on YouTube and hate-filled, misogynistic online rants. In its
granular textual readings, broad cultural scope, and insights into the complexities of the multimedia galaxy, this book is
as entertaining as it is enlightening, an apt reflection of the enduring power of the Star Wars franchise.
The most successful film franchise of all time, Star Wars thrillingly depicts an epic multigenerational conflict fought a long
time ago in a galaxy far, far away. But the Star Wars saga has as much to say about successful strategies and real-life
warfare waged in our own time and place. Strategy Strikes Back brings together over thirty of today's top military and
strategic experts, including generals, policy advisors, seasoned diplomats, counterinsurgency strategists, science fiction
writers, war journalists, and ground?level military officers, to explain the strategy and the art of war by way of the Star
Wars films. Each chapter of Strategy Strikes Back provides a relatable, outside?the?box way to simplify and clarify the
complexities of modern military conflict. A chapter on the case for planet building on the forest moon of Endor by World
War Z author Max Brooks offers a unique way to understand our own sustained engagement in war-ravaged societies
such as Afghanistan. Another chapter on the counterinsurgency waged by Darth Vader against the Rebellion sheds light
on the logic behind past military incursions in Iraq. Whether using the destruction of Alderaan as a means to explore the
political implications of targeting civilians, examining the pivotal decisions made by Yoda and the Jedi Council to
differentiate strategic leadership in theory and in practice, or considering the ruthlessness of Imperial leaders to explain
the toxicity of top-down leadership in times of war and battle, Strategy Strikes Back gives fans of Star Wars and aspiring
military minds alike an inspiring and entertaining means of understanding many facets of modern warfare. It is a book as
captivating and enthralling as Star Wars itself.
From the authors of The Fifty-Year Mission and So Say We All, comes the first and only comprehensive oral history of the Star Wars movie
franchise. For the past four decades, no film saga has touched the world in the way that Star Wars has, capturing the imaginations of
filmgoers and filmmakers alike. Now, for the first time ever, Edward Gross and Mark A. Altman, the bestselling authors of The Fifty-Year
Mission, are telling the entire story of this blockbuster franchise from the very beginning in a single exhaustive volume. Featuring the
commentaries of hundreds of actors and filmmakers involved with and impacted by Star Wars, as well as writers, commentators, critics,
executives, authors, film historians, toy experts and many more, Secrets of the Force, will reveal all in Altman and Gross’s critically
acclaimed oral history format from the birth of the original film through the latest sequels and the new televisions series.
"In 2012, Disney purchased production studio Lucasfilm, which meant it also inherited the beloved Star Wars franchise. This corporate
marriage sent media critics and fans into a frenzy of speculation about what would happen next with the hugely popular series. Disney's Star
Wars gathers twenty-one noted fan and media studies scholars from around the world to examine Disney's revival of the franchise. Covering
the period from Disney's purchase through the release of The Force Awakens in December 2015, these essays examine the significance of
this transitional period from the intertwined perspectives of the studios, storytellers, marketers and audiences involved. For many, Star Wars
is a vitally important cultural text. How did these fans anticipate, interpret, and respond to the steady stream of production stories, gossip,
marketing materials, merchandise, and other sources in the build-up to the movie's release?"-What if Darth Vader took an active role in raising his son? What if "Luke, I am your father" was just a stern admonishment from an annoyed
dad? In this hilarious and sweet comic reimagining, Darth Vader is a dad like any other—except with all the baggage of being the Dark Lord of
the Sith. Celebrated artist Jeffrey Brown's delightful illustrations give classic Star Wars® moments a fresh twist, presenting the trials and joys
of parenting through the lens of a galaxy far, far away. Life lessons include lightsaber batting practice, using the Force to raid the cookie jar,
Take Your Child to Work Day on the Death Star ("Er, he looks just like you, Lord Vader!"), and the special bond shared between any father
and son. Plus, this is the fixed-format version, which looks almost identical to the print edition.
George Beahm, a former U.S. Army major, draws on his experience to discuss the military science of the sprawling Star Wars universe: its
personnel, weapons, technology, tactics and strategy, including an analysis of its key battles to explain how the outmanned and outgunned
rebels ultimately prevailed against overwhelming forces. Contrasting the military doctrine of the real world with the fictional world of Star
Wars, the author constructively criticizes the military strengths and weaknesses of Darth Vader’s Galactic Empire and Kylo Ren’s First
Order... From Star Wars: A New Hope (1977) to Rogue One (2016), this timely book demystifies the operational arts in an accessible and
entertaining way for military personnel and civilians. Replete with a glossary of military terms, this book is supplemented with an annotated
bibliography.
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Collects Star Wars: Legacy (2006) #1-19, 0.5, Handbook. The future of Star Wars, the future of the galaxy, and the future of the Skywalkers
is told in John Ostrander and Jan Duursema’s acclaimed Star Wars: Legacy. A legion of Sith have conquered what was left of the Empire, the
Jedi have been purged—or fled into hiding—and the galaxy is divided. Meet Cade Skywalker, a bounty hunter who doesn’t want anything to
do with the Jedi, his famous name, or his legacy . . . But his legacy is determined to follow him as the good guys and the bad guys begin to
search for him—as a savior, and as a threat.
In this thorough account of one of cinema's most lasting works, Kaminski presents the true history of how "Star Wars" was written. For this
unauthorized account, he has pored through more than 400 sources.
"Funny, incisive, and timely ... Jameson does for geeks what geek culture does for its superheroes: he takes them seriously, respects their
power, and refuses to hide his deep affection." —Lawrence Kasdan, co-screenwriter of The Empire Strikes Back, Return of the Jedi, The
Force Awakens, and Solo: A Star Wars Story In I Find Your Lack of Faith Disturbing, A. D. Jameson takes geeks and non-geeks alike on a
surprising and insightful journey through the science fiction, fantasy, and superhero franchises that now dominate pop culture. Walking us
through the rise of geekdom from its underground origins to the top of the box office and bestseller lists, Jameson takes in franchises like The
Lord of the Rings, Guardians of the Galaxy, Harry Potter, Star Trek, and, in particular, Star Wars—as well as phenomena like fan fiction,
cosplay, and YouTube parodies. Along the way, he blasts through the clichés surrounding geek culture: that its fans are mindless consumers
who will embrace all things Spider-Man or Batman, regardless of quality; or that the popularity and financial success of Star Wars led to the
death of ambitious filmmaking. A lifelong geek, Jameson shines a new light on beloved classics, explaining the enormous love (and hate)
they are capable of inspiring in fan and non-fan alike, while exploding misconceptions as to how and why they were made. I Find Your Lack
of Faith Disturbing tells the story of how the geeks have inherited the earth.
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